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Family guy roadhouse episode name



Seth MacFarlane's Family Guy is 18. It was a hell of a lot of giggity's, Buzz Killingtons and Conway Twittys. Not bad for a show that was completely canceled and taken off air for three years. Like fellow cartoons of The Simpsons and South Park before it, we can't help but tie quahog residents every time
we get a chance. But what are some of the best episodes ever made? We've selected our top favorites, so find out if yours makes the list below: 16. 'Da Boom' (season 2) Best line: Peter: Sorry but I didn't take a coupon from a giant chicken, not after last time. Fox's Early Family Guy may be a bit dated
and hard to watch at the moment, but there are still some gems, and this is one of the first to move away from the normal sitcom conventions that are pretty much overlooked today. It aired in late 1999, showing what Quahog was like after the Y2K bug destroyed the world. Stewie becomes a radioactive
squid, Randy Newman is found in the desert, and there's even a bizarre live-action sequence involving Victoria Principal and Patrick Duffy spoofing the storyline of Who Shot JR? in Dallas. Classic bonkers Family Guy. And of course, he launched an epic rivalry between Peter and Ernie the Giant Chicken
that has returned many times since. This is potentially the first time fans realize this isn't just a Simpsons ripoff. 15. 'Meet the Quagmires' (season 5) Best line: Brian: Wow. 18-year-old Lois. Son of a. Fox Any episodes featuring time travel are usually winners (there are some on this list). Using the classic
Christmas Carol trope, Death shows Peter what his life would be like if he did things differently. She and Brian travel back to 1984 for a day, but this time she drops Lois at their prom, and the future changes. Al Gore is president and shock horror: Lois and Quagmire are married. And the kids all have their
chins. The best thing about this episode is that it turns into a brilliant parody of Back to the Future, and is an example of the Road to... Great Family Guy. episodes (prepare for more), but with Brian and Peter instead of Stewie this time. 14. 'And Then There Were Fewer' (season 9) Best line: Quagmire:
Can we all be happy he's dead? Fox For the season 9 hour-long premiere, Family Guy went full of murder mystery spoofs, because why not? Regular guest star James Woods invites each main character to his waterfront manor for a Clue-style dinner party. After Woods was 'murdered', guests began a
search to find the killer. It's a rare episode that doesn't rely too much on cutaway jokes, and contains so many recurring characters that it would normally never interact. We never thought we'd see Jillian's boyfriend Derek hanging out with Seamus the sea captain. The most surprising that some characters
are completely dead and still dead – including Muriel Goodman and Diane Simmons. That's one way to cut some dead wood. 13. 'Road to Rhode Island' (season 2) Best line: Stewie: Oh my God, you're not out The closet is you? Ugh, why does everyone always come to me? Fox The first of several epic
Brian and Stewie Road to... episodes, and we can never get enough of the bromantik pair. In this one, Brian picks up Stewie from his grandparents' house but they soon get lost after their plane ticket is stolen. And embark on an incredible road trip as they try to return to Quahog before Lois finds out. Not
only is it funny, but it also doesn't shy away from being very emotional. Brian visits the puppy house where he was born, stealing his late mother's taxidermy body in the process. One of the rare emotionally charged moments in the show. 12. 'Road to the North Pole' (season 9) Best line: Stewie: He'll call
the cops, man, you can't call the police in Santa. Stewie and Brian's other journey saw them travel to the North Pole to kill Santa Claus, but what they found was a damaged and polluted factory full of sick elves and wild deer. The pair helped Mr Claus by trying to give gifts around the world, but this of
course only caused disaster. And the family Christmas is absolutely ruined. There are so many moments that are the gold of Christmas comedy, from the epic song 'Christmastime is Killing Us' to the cameo of Aurora Boreanaz. 11. 'McStroke' (season 6) Best line: Peter: Then I guess we'll take our millions
of dongs elsewhere... Fox This is one of the best Peter-being-stupid episodes. Here, he decides to grow a mustache, but after he fails to do so he eats his weight at a McBurgertown burger, leading to a major stroke and leaving the left side of his body paralyzed. So yep, Family Guy went there and
somehow made a funny stroke. He is eventually instantly cured by stem cells, and meets a talking cow at the McBurgertown factory, which Peter and Brian are free through a Monkees-style pursuit. A joke from an episode, but in a good way. 10. 'Quagmire's Dad' (season 8) Best line: Brian: Hey... I f**ked
your father. Fox As Brian went from a sensible Joe to a woman, it also means that we have to enjoy a lot of Brian vs Quagmire battles. It's best when Brian accidentally ruffled his father. When Dan Quagmire arrives on the scene, his creepy son is shocked to discover that he is transitioning, becoming Ida.
And to Family Guy standards, it's very good for the transgender community. That kind of thing. Brian has a one-night stand with Ida, and when he discovers who he really is, he barks all over the place as in ipecac's amazing incident in season 4. Quagmire goes on to beat the crap out of him, only for Brian
to say: Hey... I f**ked your father. Amazing. 9. 'I Dream of Jesus' (season 7) Best line: Sir, we show that the bird is equal to, or greater than the word. AKA episode 'Bird is the Word'. Here, Peter actually found Jesus. He works in a record store. Peter convinced him to reveal himself to the world, bringing
down President George W Bush in the process. But the main reason so great is the aforementioned 'Surfin' Bird' running joke, in which Peter annoys everyone by constantly finding a way to shoehorn in an interesting 1950s Trashmen song. Even now, you never know when it might strike again. 8. 'PTV'
(season 8) Best line: FCC officer: His chin looks like a ball. You want me to cover that too? Fox Family Guy often pushes things as far as possible, so we're guessing the writers have a bit of a cool relationship with censorship. This episode is their way of aiming all their anger at the agency that gets in the
way. The rather silly episode saw Peter launch his own TV network, including R-rated reruns of the classic TV show and Side Boob Hour, which saw the FCC shut it down as well. And then they start censoring real life as well. The family then traveled to Washington to arrange everything properly again. It
was one of those episodes where all the jokes worked, and featured one of the show's first over-the-top song numbers, and it wasn't just to pad for time. 7. 'Brian and Stewie' (season 8) Best line: Stewie: You gave me the purpose of my life, and maybe, maybe that's enough. Because it's just about the
biggest gift one other friend can give. Fox We've explained how much we love Brian and Stewie episodes, and the title alone makes it clear why we like this one. The two find themselves accidentally trapped inside a bank vault all weekend, and soon they are forced to express their true feelings about
each other, and question their existence and purpose in life. While it's amazing to see the two together, this episode is great because it's the only one that's ever not used cutaway jokes at all, and they're the only characters featured. Even Peter didn't show up. Obviously, the writers know exactly what the
fans want. 6. 'Something, Something, Something, The Dark Side' (season 8) Best line: Lois as Leia: I love you. Peter as Han: F**k off. Fox's Second of the Show's Star Wars parody is almost as good as the first, but much better than the third. So, it's almost like an actual Star Wars movie. As with Blue
Harvest, the power in the Griffins house goes out, leading to Peter retelling The Empire Strikes Back, with Family Guy characters playing Star Wars icons, such as Peter as Han, Chris as Luke, even Ernie the Chicken as Boba Fett. You kind of have to be a Star Wars fan to get all the jokes, and the whole
exercise is a bit weird on paper, but it works. Although, we disagree with Peter. We prefer robot chicken specials. 5. 'Petarded' (season 4) Best line: Stewie: Chris, whatever happened to Geena Davis? He was in the movie, He's not in the movie anymore. He is quite attractive but when he smiles you see
too much gum. Not a good tooth-to-gum ratio... Chris? Ah, I'll tell you in the morning. Fox's Another Peter became a crazy episode, and one of the best. He won the Trivial Pursuit game, and immediately thought he was a genius. After being challenged to apply for MacArthur MacArthur Grant, he's really
branded as mentally retarded. I don't know what to give. In time, Peter exploits his diagnosis, and manages to even lose custody of his children to Cleveland. Tackling sensitive subjects, it didn't go down all that well at the time with censorship and charitable groups. But if you like your offensive humor, this
is one of the best episodes ever. 4. 'I Take Thee, Quagmire' (season 4) Best line: Cleveland: Hey, Quagmire, is that a banana in your pocket or an erection in your pocket? Fox Quagmire is one dirty dog. He's border line crazy and should probably go to jail. But he's still really funny. This is one of the first
episodes that shows how ridiculous he is. At first, it seems she may have changed when she fell in love with Peter's new maid and decided to marry him. Before long, he wanted to get out, but knew he was going to kill her and himself if he left her. So, she had to fake her own death, causing a lot of silly
scratches for how to achieve this, before Death herself took Joan instead. And then Quagmire does things with the body, naturally. Dark and horrible, but brilliant. 3. 'Blue Harvest' (season 6) Best line: Peter: Hi, I'm Han Solo. I'm Captain millennium falcon, and the only actor whose career wasn't ruined by
appearing in this movie. Fox Look #6. Almost the same but better. 2. 'Back to the Pilot' (season 10) Best line: Peter: Hey Lois, I found some double-sided tape. I thought I could do about seven minutes worth of funny things with it. That will lead us to the story of 'Meg Kissing Booth'. Fox's This Episode
Stewie and Brian-centric are pure geniuses. The pair used a time machine to travel back to the first episode - leading to many clever jokes about how different the show looks, the sound of different casts and how different comedy compares. Later, Brian told his ex about 9/11, and their current time
completely changed, leading to a second civil war. They then have to prevent themselves from returning to the first place. However, this proves REALLY difficult, producing countless versions of each other at the same time. Not only is the episode funny with brian and Stewie's incredible moments, but it's
really quite clever in time travel betting, which is impressive on a nerdy level. 1. 'Road to the Multiverse' (season 8) Best line: Quagmire: Thank you dear, say hi to your husband. [Device on his belt beeps] Oh, I have AIDS again, better take my Cold NyQuil, Flu and AIDS. [He's taking pills] It's all gone!
Another fox crazy Brian and Stewie adventure. This time, they casually mange to visit Quahog in various other universes, including the city Flintstones, disney planets, the world where Japan won WWII, the robot chicken world, and even the live-action version. It may not have the most interesting plot, but
with every new world, it's getting entertaining and very fun. Coupled with Brian and Stewie front and center, it made for the best The most male episode ever. Want the latest entertainment news and features? Just press 'Like' on our Digital Spy Facebook page and 'Follow' @digitalspy Twitter account and
you're ready. This content is created and managed by third parties, and is imported into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io
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